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Abstract
Aggregate signature can combine n signatures on n messages from n users into a single short
signature, and the resulting signature can convince the verifier that the n users indeed signed
the n corresponding messages. This feature makes aggregate signature very useful especially in
environments with low bandwidth communication, low storage and low computability since it
greatly reduces the total signature length and verification cost. Recently, Xiong et al. [H. Xiong,
Z. Guan, Z. Chen, F. Li, An eﬃcient certificateless aggregate signature with constant pairing
computations, Information Sciences, 219 (2013) 225-235] proposed an eﬃcient certificateless
aggregate signature scheme. They proved that their scheme is secure in a strengthened security model, where the “malicious-but-passive” KGC attack was considered. In this paper, we
show that Xiong et al.’s certificateless aggregate signature scheme is not secure even in a weaker
security model called “honest-but-curious” KGC attack model.
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1. Introduction
In traditional public key cryptosystem (PKC), user’s public key is essentially a random bit
string. In order to bind the user and the corresponding public key, it requires a trusted certification
authority to issue a certificate which is a signature on the user’s identity and public key. However, this results in a large amount of computing and storage cost to manage certificates. To solve
the problem, Shamir [12] introduced identity-based public key cryptography. In identity-based
cryptosystem, the user can directly use its name, email-address or other identity information as
his public key, but it requires a trusted third party called Key Generation Center (KGC) generate
the user’s private key. Hence, we are confronted with the key escrow problem. In order to avoid
the drawbacks of traditional public key cryptography and identity-based public key cryptography, Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] introduced certificateless public key cryptography in 2003. In
certificateless public key cryptography, the user’s public key is independently generated by the
user and does not need to be explicitly certified by a certification authority, and the user’s private
key is a combination of partial private key computed by KGC and some user-chosen secret value,
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in such a way that the key escrow problem can be eliminated without requiring certificates. In
[1], there exists two diﬀerent types of attackers in the certificateless public key cryptography.
The Type I attacker models an “outsider” adversary, who can compromise user’s secret value or
replace user public key, but neither compromise master secret key nor get access to partial private
key. The Type II attacker models an “honest-but-curious” KGC who always generates the system
parameters honestly according to the scheme specification and can derive partial private key, but
cannot compromise user’s secret value nor replace any public key. For the Type II adversaries,
Au et al. [2] proposed a strengthened security model called “malicious-but-passive” KGC, where
a malicious KGC is allowed to generate the key pair in any way it favors. Some certificateless
cryptosystems [1, 10, 7, 11] have been proven to be insecure under the “malicious-but-passive”
KGC attacking model.
The concept of aggregate signature was introduced by Boneh, Gentry, Lynn and Shacham [3]
in Eurocrypt 2003. With the technique of aggregate signature, one can aggregate n signatures
on n messages from n users into a single short signature, and the verifier can convince that the
n users indeed signed the n corresponding messages. Hence, aggregate signature can greatly
reduce the total signature length and verification cost. This feature makes aggregate signature
very useful especially in environments with low-band-width communication, low-storage and
low computability. The first Identity-based aggregate signature (IDAS) scheme was presented
by Cheon et al. [6]. Later Cheng et al. [5], Xu et al. [14] and Gentry and Ramzan [8] introduced some eﬃcient IDAS schemes, respectively. Due to the advantage of certificateless public
key cryptosystem, many researchers have been investigating secure and eﬃcient certificateless
aggregate signature (CL-AS) schemes [4, 9, 16, 15]. Very recently, Xiong et al. [13] proposed
an eﬃcient and simple certificateless signature (CLS) scheme. Based on this scheme, they furthermore proposed a certificateless aggregate signature scheme whose performance is better than
the previous schemes [4, 9, 16, 15]. They claimed that their CL-AS scheme was provably secure
under “malicious-but-passive” KGC attack in the random oracle mode. In this paper, we show
that their CL-AS scheme is based on an insecure signature scheme and their CL-AS scheme is
not secure even under “honest-but-curious” KGC attack.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review Xiong et
al.’s certificateless schemes and related security notions. In Section 3, we present our security
analysis on Xiong et al.’s schemes. Finally a concluding remark is given in Section 4.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Xiong et al.’s certificateless signature scheme
In [13], Xiong et al. first proposed a certificateless signature (CLS) scheme. Based on the
new CLS scheme, they then constructed an eﬃcient certificateless aggregate signature (CL-AS)
scheme. Xiong et al.’s CLS scheme involves three entities, i.e. KGC, signer and verifier, and
consists of the following five algorithms:
MasterKeyGen: Given a security parameter k ∈ Z, the KGC chooses two groups G1 , G2 of
prime order q, two diﬀerent generators P and Q in G1 and an admissible pairing ê : G1 ×
G1 → G2 . The KGC also chooses a master-key s ∈R Zq∗ and two cryptographic hash functions
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ , and sets P pub = sP. The system parameters are
{q, G1 , G2 , ê, P, Q, P pub , H1 , H2 }. The master-key is s.
PartialKeyGen: Given a user’s identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the KGC first computes QIDi = H1 (IDi ).
It then sets this user’s partial key pskIDi = sQIDi and transmits it to user IDi secretly. User IDi
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can check its correctness by checking whether ê(pskIDi , P) = ê(QIDi , P pub ).
UserKeyGen: The user IDi selects a secret value xIDi ∈R Zq∗ as his secret key uskIDi , and computes his public key as upkIDi = xIDi P.
Sign: For message mi ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the signer with identity IDi performs the following steps:
1. Choose a random ri ∈R Zq∗ and compute Ui = ri P ∈ G1 .
2. Compute hi = H2 (mi , IDi , upkIDi , Ui ) and Vi = pskIDi + hi · ri · P pub + hi · xIDi · Q.
3. Output (Ui , Vi ) as the signature on mi .
Verify: Given a signature (Ui , Vi ) of message mi on identity IDi and corresponding public key
upkIDi :
1. Compute QIDi = H1 (IDi ), hi = H2 (mi , IDi , upkIDi , Ui ).
2. Check whether ê(Vi , P) = ê(hi · Ui + QIDi , P pub )ê(hi · upkIDi , Q) holds or not. If it holds,
accept the signature.
2.2. Xiong et al.’s certificateless aggregate signature scheme
MasterKeyGen, PartialKeyGen, UserKeyGen, Sign. The algorithms are the same as the
above CLS scheme.
Aggregate:Anyone can act as an aggregate signature generator who can aggregate a collection of individual signatures. For an aggregating set of n users {U1 , . . . , Un } with identities
{ID1 , . . . , IDn } and the corresponding public keys {upk1 , . . . , upkn }, and message-signature pairs
(m1 , δ1 = (U1 , V1 )), . . . , (mn , δn = (Un , Vn )) from {U1 , . . . , Un } respectively, the aggregate signa∑
ture generator computes V = i=n
i=1 Vi and outputs δ = (U 1 , . . . , U n , V) as an aggregate signature.
Aggregate Verify: To verify an aggregate signature δ = (U1 , . . . , Un , V) signed n users {U1 , . . . , Un }
with identities {ID1 , . . . , IDn } and the corresponding public keys {upk1 , . . . , upkn }, on messages
m1 , . . . , mn , the verifier performs the following steps:
1. Compute QIDi = H1 (IDi ), hi = H2 (mi , IDi , upkIDi , Ui ) for i = 1, . . . , n.
∑i=n
∑
2. Verify whether ê(V, P) = ê( i=n
i=1 [QIDi + hi · U i ], P pub )ê( i=1 hi · upkIDi , Q) holds or not. If
it holds, accept the signature.
2.3. Security concepts
A certificateless cryptographic scheme should resist the attacks of both Type I adversaries
and Type II adversaries. In the original security model proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson [1],
a Type II attacker A2 models an “honest-but-curious” KGC who is given the master secret key
in the initialization stage. For the Type II adversaries, Au et al. [2] proposed a strengthened
security model called “malicious-but-passive” KGC attack model, where a malicious KGC can
control the generation of master public/secret key pair in the initialization stage so that he can
attack more easily in later stages. In Xiong et al.’s the security model [13], they considered the
“malicious-but-passive” KGC attack.
Definition 1. A CLS scheme is said to be existentially unforgeable against a malicious KGC
if no polynomial time Type II adversary who has a non-negligible success probability in the following game.
Initialization. If a Type II adversary models a “malicious-but-passive” KGC, adversary A2 runs
algorithm MasterKeyGen to generate the master secret key msk and the master public key mpk.
A2 then gives mpk and msk to challenger. If a Type II adversary models a “honest-but-curious”
KGC, the challenger S2 runs algorithm MasterKeyGen to generate the master secret key msk
and the master public key mpk. A2 is given mpk and msk.
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Queries. In this phase, A2 can make the following queries.
CreateUser: On input an identity IDi , upkIDi is returned.
RevealSecretKey: On input an identity IDi , the corresponding uskIDi is returned.
Sign: On input a message mi ∈ {0, 1}∗ for IDi , the signing oracle proceeds in one of the three
cases below.
(a) A valid signature δi returned if IDi has been cerated but the user public/secret key pair
(upkIDi , uskIDi ) has not been replaced.
(b) If IDi has not been created, a symbol ⊥ is returned.
(c) If the user public/secret key pair of IDi has been replaced with, say (upk′IDi , usk′IDi ), then the
oracle returns the result of Sign(usk′IDi , pskIDi , mi ).
Output. Eventually, A2 outputs (ID∗i , m∗i , δ∗i ), where ID∗i is the identity of a target user, m∗i is a
message, and δ∗i is a signature for m∗i . A2 wins the game if
(1) Sign (ID∗i , m∗i ) queries have never been queried.
(2) A2 is not allowed to extract the secret key for ID∗i .
Definition 2. A CL-AS scheme is said to be existentially unforgeable against a malicious KGC
if no polynomial time Type II adversary who has a non-negligible success probability in the following game.
Initialization. It is the same as above.
Queries. It is the same as above.
Output. Eventually, A2 outputs a valid aggregate signature δ∗ on messages {m∗1 , . . . , m∗n } under
identities {ID∗1 , . . . , ID∗n } and the corresponding public keys {upk1∗ , . . . , upkn∗ }. A2 wins the game
if the following conditions are simultaneously satisfied:
(1). At lease one of the identities, without loss of generality, say ID∗1 has not submitted during
the RevealSecretKey(ID∗1 ) queries.
(2). The oracle Sign has never been queried with (ID∗1 , m∗1 ).
3. Attacks on Xiong et al.’s schemes
Xiong et al. [13] proved the above two schemes are existentially unforgeable under the
“malicious-but-passive” KGC attack. However, in this section, we first show that their base
CLS scheme is universally forgeable even under the “honest-but-curious” KGC attack, then we
present the concrete attack on their CL-AS scheme.
3.1. Attack on Xiong et al.’s CLS scheme
Let IDi be the identity of A2 ’s target user.
1. In the initialization phase, the challenger runs algorithm MasterKeyGen to generate the
master secret key msk = s and the master public key mpk, then delivers them to A2 .
2. In the queries phase, A2 first makes signing query (IDi , m). Upon receiving this signing query,
then challenger returns a valid signature (Ui , Vi ) which has the following forms:
Ui

=

ri P,

Vi

=

pskIDi + hi · ri · P pub + hi · xIDi · Q

where hi = H2 (m, IDi , upkIDi ).
Then A2 obtains the hash value QIDi and hi by making hash query H1 (IDi ) and H2 (m, IDi , upkIDi ).
V −s·QIDi −hi ·s·Ui
. This is because
Finally, A2 can then get xIDi · Q by computing i
hi
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Vi −s·QIDi −hi ·s·Ui
hi

=

Vi −pskIDi −hi ·ri ·P pub
hi

= xIDi · Q

3. A2 can forge a signature on any message mi with the public key upkIDi as follows.
(1). Choose a random ri′ ∈R Zq∗ and compute Ui′ = ri′ P ∈ G1 .
(2). Compute h′i = H2 (mi , IDi , upkIDi , Ui′ ) and Vi′ = s · QIDi + h′i · ri′ · P pub + h′i · (xIDi · Q).
(3). Output (Ui′ , Vi′ ) as the signature on mi .
As a result, the adversary A2 can forge a signature on any message. Therefore, Xiong et al.’s
CLS scheme is universally forgeable under the “honest-but-curious” KGC attack.
3.2. Attack on Xiong et al.’s certificateless aggregate signature scheme
Since Xiong et al.’s certificateless aggregate signature scheme is based on the above insecure
signature scheme, A2 can carry out the following attacks.
1. A2 chooses n target users.
2. For each target user, A2 executes the above attack. Thus, A2 outputs n forged messagesignature pairs (m1 , δ1 = (U1′ , V1′ )), . . . , (mn , δn = (Un′ , Vn′ )).
∑
′
′
′
′
′
3. Finally, A2 computes V ′ = i=n
i=1 Vi and outputs δ = (U 1 , . . . , U n , V ) as a forged aggregate
signature.
Hence, Xiong et al.’s certificateless aggregate signature scheme is also insecure under the
“honest-but-curious” KGC attack.
4. Conclusion
Certificateless public key cryptography makes important in public key cryptography. Recently, Xiong et al. [13] proposed a certificateless signature (CLS) scheme. Based on this CLS
scheme, they then constructed an eﬃcient certificateless aggregate signature (CL-AS) scheme.
Xiong et al. proved that their two schemes are secure under “malicious-but-passive” KGC attack
in the random oracle mode. However, in this paper, we show the two schemes are insecure even
under the “honest-but-curious” KGC attack.
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